New Features for the eBackpack App

**Update your App.** The update will give you an “Offline Items” tile on your dashboard. This will allow you and your students to work on assignments and access files when they are not connected to WiFi. Teachers can work on assignments, files awaiting review, and files.

The files must be placed in “Offline” while you are still connected to WiFi. The teacher or student must remain logged into the App, so do not sign out of the App.

To place files in “My Files” in Offline:

1. Tap the “My Files”.
2. Tap the Wrench to the right of the file/assignment.
3. Tap Offline. You will see a green push-pin to let you know it has been stored Offline.

“Awaiting Review”: tap on the assignment, tap the Wrench, Tap Offline.

To access the files when you are not connected to WiFi, just tap the “Offline Items” tile.